360° of Dead on Digital Accuracy

Use the AccuMASTER™ Digital 7” Angle Finder Ruler to measure outside angles to the 10th of a degree for precise cutting of stain grade trim. You can also check inside angles of cabinets for exact fits of granite countertops. The AccuMASTER Digital 7” Angle Finder Ruler is a compact tool that measures the full range of precise angles from 0 - 360°. Plus, with its large digital display, you know the exact angle you are working with.

You can then use it to transfer angles to your working surface. There is also a “Hold” button for the display to capture the new angle measurement until the user is able to read the display, convenient for those hard to reach angles. What’s more, the Angle Finder can manually zero at any angle for relative measuring to determine the angle change from one work surface to another.

The Digital 7” Angle Finder Ruler is ideal for finish carpenters, tile setters, countertop installers, carpenters, paver installers, sheet rockers, crafters, DIYs, anyone who needs precise inside and outside angles.

Accurate, Easy-to-Read and Built to Last

- Accuracy: ±0.3°
- Large easy-to-read LCD display
- 7-inch stainless steel ruler
- 360° full-range protractor
- Inside angles
- Outside angles
- Display “hold” button
- Manually set to zero at any angle

Large Easy-to-Read Display